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Abstract. The historic development of acoustic neutrino detection is shortly reviewed
from early ideas starting in the 1950s to current experiments. The article concludes with
an assessment of the current status of the field and outlook to the future, as perceived by
the author, and with an emphasis on activities in the Mediterranean Sea.

1 A historic introduction to acoustic neutrino detection

In 1957, G.A. Askariyan pointed out that ionisation and cavitation along the track of an ionising
particle in a liquid leads to hydrodynamic radiation [1]. At that time, the detection of the neutrino—
published in July 1956 [2]—had been recent news and the acoustic detection of these new particles
was not yet a subject. State of the art for particle detection was the bubble chamber. In search
for novel detection methods, piezo sensors irradiated with high energy electron beams were shown
to emit sound waves and the potential for detecting individual particle tracks with this method was
discussed [3].

Starting in the 70’s, theoretical and experimental studies on the hydrodynamic radiation of beams
and particles traversing liquids [4–10] were conducted. These efforts lead to the formulation of the
so-called thermo-acoustic model [4], according to which the energy deposition of particles traversing
liquids (or other suitable dense media) leads to a local heating of the medium which can be regarded as
instantaneous with respect to hydrodynamic time scales. Due to the temperature change, the medium
expands or contracts according to its bulk volume expansion coefficient α. The accelerated motion
of the heated medium generates an ultrasonic pulse whose temporal signature is bipolar and which
propagates in the volume. The effect has been confirmed in the meantime by a number of laboratory
experiments (see e.g. [11] and references therein) with particle beams and lasers.

The acoustic detection of cosmic, i.e. astrophysical neutrinos was discussed within the DUMAND
neutrino detector project [12] and first ideas were presented at the 1976 DUMAND workshop indepen-
dently by T. Bowen and B.A. Dolgoshein [13] and subsequently published [14, 15]. For DUMAND,
the energy threshold for acoustic detection, thought to be in the region of 1016eV, was eventually
considered too high1 [12] and the emphasis was put on the detection of Cherenkov light from charged
particles emerging from neutrino interactions. It is noteworthy that DUMAND, just like current-day
underwater Cherenkov neutrino telescopes, was planned with an acoustic position calibration system
and a dual use of this system for positioning and neutrino detection was proposed [17].
�e-mail: robert.lahmann@fau.de
1 In two earlier publications from 1977, a threshold of 1013 eV for large scale acoustic water detectors is mentioned [14, 16].
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With acoustics being sidelined in DUMAND, the SADCO2 collaboration formed, which looked
for alternative sites for acoustic neutrino detection. In this context, the use of existing arrays, in
particular military arrays, was discussed [18]. A sonar facility with an array of 2400 hydrophones in
the Pacific Ocean near the Kamchatka Peninsula was considered as an option. Another array, the MG-
10M system, with 132 hydroacoustic sensors arranged as a cylinder of 1 m height and 1.6 m diameter,
was taken out of service by the USSR Navy and was sensitive in a frequency range better suited for
acoustic neutrino detection. Projects involving these arrays were however not realised and during the
final phase of the DUMAND project, the NESTOR project in the Mediterranean Sea emerged. In the
context of SADCO, the deployment of an acoustic array at the NESTOR site was discussed [19].

In 1995, further efforts on DUMAND were cancelled by the US DOE [20]. With ANTARES in the
Mediterranean Sea, AMANDA in Antarctica and the Lake Baikal experiment in Siberia, Cherenkov
neutrino telescopes eventually became a reality. Further activities in acoustic neutrino detection,
pursued as an option to extend neutrino telescopes to larger volumes, will be discussed in Section 3.

2 Physics aspects of acoustic detection

A thermo-acoustic wave, generated by heating a suitable medium, can be described by the pressure
difference p′ = p − p0 between the ambient pressure p and the equilibrium pressure p0, yielding the
relation [4, 5]

∇2 p′ − 1
c2

s

∂2 p′
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∂2ε

∂t2 . (1)

with the adiabatic sound velocity cs and the energy deposition density ε. This formulation assumes
an isotropic energy deposition without momentum transfer to the medium [11]. Inhomogeneous wave
equations equivalent to Eq. (1) have also been derived using the velocity potential [21] and the acoustic
displacement potential [15], respectively, instead of the pressure p′ as function in the differential
equation. The general solution to Eq. (1) for the pressure difference measured at time t and position r
is the Kirchhoff integral [22]
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with the aforementioned bulk volume expansion coefficient α and the specific heat capacity at constant
pressure cp. The position vectors r ′ expand over the heated volume.

The local heating due to the energy deposition by a hadronic cascade can be regarded as instan-
taneous with respect to the hydrodynamic time scales. Hence the temporal dependence of ε can be
approximated by a step function, whose time derivative yields a delta function. Substantial differences
between the peak amplitudes of the acoustic signals for different calculations, as e.g. reported in [23],
stem mostly from the assumptions about the spatial energy distribution ε(r ′) in the shower. More
recently, the CORSIKA program, designed to simulate extensive cosmic ray air showers, has been
adapted to simulate energy depositions in water or ice, then using a numerical calculation based on a
formula equivalent to Eq. (2) to simulate the thermo-acoustic pressure signal at a given position [24].

Coherent superposition of the elementary sound waves, produced over the cylindrical volume of
the energy deposition, leads to a propagation within a flat disk-like volume in the direction perpen-
dicular to the axis of the particle shower. The peak frequency of the sound signal is governed by
the lateral extension of the shower and is expected to be around fpeak ≈ cs/dshower ≈ 15 kHz with
cs ≈ 1.5 m/µs for a shower diameter of dshower ≈ 10 cm.

2Sea-based Acoustic Detector of Cosmic Objects
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Table 1. Conferences and workshops on detection of neutrinos using acoustic and radio techniques since the
beginning of the century.

year name location participants acoustic
talks

2000 RADHEP Los Angeles 50 1
2003 Acoustic mini workshop Stanford 20 16
2005 ARENA2005 Zeuthen 90 26
2006 ARENA2006 Newcastle 50 13
2008 ARENA2008 Roma 80 22
2010 ARENA2010 Nantes 80 12
2012 ARENA2012 Erlangen 70 10
2014 ARENA2014 Annapolis 60 5
2016 ARENA2016 Groningen 55 10
2018 ARENA2018 Catania 60 10

Acoustic detection has also been discussed in other dense media, in particular in ice, salt [25, 26]
and permafrost [27]. While acoustic test setups in ice are part of the discussion in the next section,
acoustic activities in salt and permafrost have not been reported since the aforementioned publications.

3 Acoustic particle detection activities in the new century

A new push of acoustic particle detection activities following those described in Section 1 roughly
coincides with the beginning of the new century. Acoustic detection—together with the detection
of radio signals [28]—of ultra-high energy (E � 1018 eV) neutrinos was rediscovered as a promis-
ing method to extend the energy scale beyond that reachable with Cherenkov neutrino telescopes.
Motivation has been the expected flux of ultra-high energy “cosmogenenic” neutrinos, sometimes
called a “guaranteed flux”, produced in the reaction of ultra-high energy cosmic rays with the cosmic
microwave background [29–31]. The detection of such neutrinos is considerably more challenging
than the search for high-energy neutrinos (E � 1010 eV) as currently pursued by under-ice and under-
water Cherenkov neutrino telescopes [32–34]. Due to the low expected fluxes, detectors with effective
volumes exceeding 100 km3 are needed [35]. However, the properties of the acoustic method allow
for sparsely instrumented arrays with ∼100 sensors/km3. In table Table 1, a list of conferences and
workshops since the beginning of the century is given, in which radio and acoustic particle detection
techniques—both targeting ultra-high energy neutrinos—have been the principal subjects.

Most current or recent test setups for acoustic neutrino detection have either been add-ons to
optical neutrino telescopes in water or ice, or have been using existing acoustic submarine arrays built
for other purposes, typically for military use. Their acoustic sensors are based on the piezoelectric
effect [36]. An overview of these experiments in sea water, fresh water and ice, currently taking data
or having done so until recently, is given in Table 2. Details on the experiments can be found in the
references given in the table.

At the time of writing of this article, SPATS, SMO and the Lake Baikal experiment were still
taking data3, while the KM3NeT infrastructure [46] is under construction in the Mediterranean Sea.
It will comprise a huge array of acoustic sensors for position calibration that can be used for the
next step of studies of acoustic neutrino detection [45]. Concepts employing fibre-based hydrophones

3For the military arrays, this means that data are not used for investigations of neutrino detection methods any more
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Table 2. Overview of existing and recent acoustic detection test sites.

Experiment Location Medium Sensor Host
Channels Experiment

SPATS [37, 38] South Pole Ice 80 IceCube
Lake Baikal [39] Lake Baikal Fresh Water 4 Baikal Neutrino

Telescope
OνDE [40] Mediterranean Sea (Sicily) Sea Water 4 NEMO
AMADEUS [41] Mediterranean Sea (Toulon) Sea Water 36 ANTARES
ACoRNE [42] North Sea (Scotland) Sea Water 8 Rona military array
SAUND [43] Tongue of the Ocean Sea Water 7/49(�) AUTEC military

(Bahamas) array
SMO Mediterranean Sea Sea Water 10 NEMO Phase-II
sensor array [44] (Sicily) prototype
KM3NeT Mediterranean Sea Sea Water under KM3NeT
sensor array [45] (Sicily, Toulon) constr.
(�) The number of hydrophones was increased from 7 in SAUND-I to 49 in SAUND-II

as an alternative to piezo-based sensors for a potential future extension to KM3NeT are discussed
elsewhere [47].

4 Status and outlook

Limits on the flux of ultra-high energy neutrinos have been derived by the SPATS [48], SAUND [49]
and ACoRNE [50] experiments. While the effective volumes of these experiments are too small to
derive competitive limit, it could be shown that the tools and techniques for setting such limits by
means of acoustic neutrino detection are in place.

To assess the feasibility of acoustic neutrino detection in a natural body of water, ambient noise
and transient background at the installation site have to be investigated. Ambient noise is broadband
and mainly caused by agitation of the sea surface [51], i.e. by rain, wind, breaking waves, spray, and
cavitation. It is predominantly the ambient background that determines the energy threshold for neu-
trino detection. Transient noise signals have short duration and an amplitude exceeding the ambient
noise level. When of bipolar shape, these signals can mimic pulses from neutrino interactions. Sources
of such signals can be anthropogenic, e.g. shipping traffic, or marine fauna. In particular dolphins emit
short signals with a spectrum similar to that of acoustic emissions from neutrino interactions.

As measured by several experiments in various natural bodies of water [52–54], the ambient back-
ground is low and stable and in general favourable for the operation of an acoustic neutrino detector.
The transient background in the Mediterranean Sea has a relatively high level, mainly caused by dol-
phins and shipping traffic. It is essential to reduce this background completely in order to measure
the low expected rate of cosmogenic neutrinos. A strong background reduction is already achieved
with methods developed with AMADEUS [55]. For further reduction, in the opinion of this author
it is essential to use the specific flat disk-like shape of the signal (cf. Section 2) as a selection crite-
rion [56]. This has not been possible so far due to the small effective volume of existing arrays; such
investigations are a main focus for acoustic investigations with the KM3NeT detector.

Lake Baikal has preferable background conditions due to the absence of marine life emitting
sound in the relevant frequency range. In addition, the attenuation length is longer in fresh water
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than in salt water [57] and the acoustic sensors of the experiment are located closer to the surface.
This allows for an easier separation between signals originating from above and below, with transient
background signals more likely coming from the surface. The temperature of Lake Baikal is however
only 1.5 − 2◦C higher than that for the maximum density of water at a given depth [58], providing for
a small value of α in Eq. (2), strongly suppressing the pressure amplitude for a given neutrino energy.

Acoustic activities in Lake Baikal continue while the activities in the Mediterranean Sea concen-
trate on KM3NeT. With the acoustic background in the Mediterranean Sea being well understood, it
seems that efforts should be directed towards reducing the energy threshold for triggering acoustic
neutrino events and improving the signal classification. Monte Carlo simulations should be advanced,
using up-to-date simulations of the shower development at ultra-high energies for both hadronic and
electromagnetic showers. Given the manifold activities on radio detection in ice, as evidenced by the
numerous contributions on the subject to the ARENA 2018 workshop, it is the opinion of this author
that radio/acoustic hybrid detection has the potential to improve neutrino identification in ice.
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